Overview
The AAU Faculty of Law was established at
the same time of the opening of the
University in 1990. It includes two
Departments; the Department of Public Law
and the Department of Private Law which
were founded in 2001. The Faculty seeks to
implement its study plan to grant the
Bachelor Degree in Law after completing
(141) credit hours. The Faculty aims to qualify
its graduates to occupy various positions in
the field of law such as judges, lawyers,
counselors, members in law enforcement or
legal officers in public or private departments.
After accomplishing their study, they are
qualified to practice their knowledge, seeking
to achieve equality and justice and defending
rule of law in our Jordanian and Arab
communities as well as in the international
forums.

Conditions of Admission to the
Bachelor Degree:
The applicant should have obtained the
General Secondary Certificate or its
equivalent with a general average that shall
not be less than 65%.

Faculty Members:
AAU has provided its academic programs with
distinguished professors who are known for
excellent
academic
and
professional
reputation with various educational ranks.

Language of Instruction:
Arabic is the main language adopted in
teaching. However, English language is
sometimes used in teaching some courses.

The Specializations of the Faculty
of Law for the Master Degree:
- Master Program in Law
- Master degree in criminal law
- Master degree in arbitration in construction
contracts

Facilities & Services:
At the Faculty of Law, specialized halls have
been prepared to implement scientific
academic programs and co-curricular
activities, such as the Hall of the late Judge
Moussa Al-Saket for Mock Trials and legal
clinic, which uses technology in presenting
legal issues.
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Conditions of Admission to the
Master Degree:

The Faculty of Law introduced the Master
Program in Law at the beginning of the
academic year 2005-2006, master degree in
criminal law at 2019, and Master degree in
arbitration in construction contracts at 2021,
all of them are on the basis of dissertation or
comprehensive exam. These programs aimed
to prepare specialized legal staff.
The Faculty grants its students the Master
Degree in Law according to the thesis track or
a comprehensive exam track. The program
seeks to develop the teaching and learning
process and consider a particular attention to
teaching methods, as it depends on the latest
techniques, especially those based on
dialogue, discussion and criticism in addition
to presenting applied cases and dealing with
them collectively and finding legal solutions
for the issues they include.

For the student to be admitted to the
postgraduate program, he/she shall have
obtained the Bachelor Degree or its
equivalent with a general rating of no less
than ,,good,, from a recognized university in
the field of specialization or one of the related
fields, that is, his/her cumulative average
shall be 68% or above or his/her general
rating shall not be less than very good in the
higher diploma. It is also required that the
student shall have obtained the Bachelor
Degree by regular study.

The Faculty of Law

The Distribution of the Study Plan
for the BA (141) as follows:
University requirements:
Faculty requirements:
Major requirements:

(24) CH
(24) CH
(93) CH

The Distribution of the Study Plan
for the MA (33) as follows:
Compulsory requirements
Thesis

(24) CH
(9) CH

For more information
Phone: 0096253500211 Ext.: (2170) - (2194)
E-mail: Dean_law@ammanu.edu.jo
www.ammanu.edu.jo

